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Abstract –In this research paper, a methodology for 

planning and design of CIM systems is developed by 

presented as solutions to manufacturing organizations 

which need to perform well in all customer-related 

dimensions simultaneously. we introduce the computer 

integrated manufacturing concept and the information 

system structure preponderance ascendancy. We then 

present quality management activity in flexible 

manufacturing system. In the literature.CIM 

technologies providing such benefits as more frequent 

production changes. Reduced inventory level, improved 

ability of producing complex parts with a high degree of 

accuracy and repeatability, considerable savings in 

scrap and rework, lower manufacturing lead-times in 

this paper a general model and architecture of CIM for 

Irankhodro auto industry is designed. Also for each 

function or subsystem a model is design in CIM 

environment. 
 

Keywords- CIM, Integration, Manufacturing, 

Irankhodro, Data management, Communication. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

In  this paper a general model and architecture of CIM 

for Irankhodro auto industry is designed. Also for each 

function or subsystem a model is design in CIM 

environment. The Model has three rings. First ring 

including three sections. Data management, dada 

representation and communication. Second ring is 

decision support system (DSS) including three sections. 

DSS for design, DSS for manufacturing and DSS for 

management Third ring including all functional area 

including marketing, design, process planning, 

manufacturing, Production planning and control, quality 

control, warehouse, management, Finance etc. Also For  

 

design of CIM system seven levels is considered 

including at business level, at facility level, at shop floor 

level, at cell level, at workstation level, at machine level, 

at sensor level, also CIM model of Iran is based on the 

seven layers of standard namely open system 

interconnection (OSI) defined by ISO. IranKhodro auto 

industry briefly introduced and its barrier and problem 

for implementation of CIM is discussed. The main 

objective of this paper is design of a CIM for Irankhodro 

Automotive Industry in Iran. 

 Truth be told, it is likely that no organization 

has accomplished full reconciliation to date. Both 

Situations those in which all or just some assembling 

successions are incorporated are precisely called CIM 

frameworks. This is the total robotization of an 

assembling office, for example, an industrial facility. All 

capacities are under PC control. This begins with PC 

helped configuration, trailed by PC supported produce, 

trailed via computerized capacity and appropriation. One 

incorporated PC framework controls all that happens. 

This is the total robotization of an assembling office, for 

example, an industrial facility. All capacities are under 

PC control. This begins with PC helped configuration, 

trailed by PC supported produce, trailed via 

computerized capacity and appropriation. One 

incorporated PC framework controls all that happens. 

With the advancement of social economy and efficiency, 

business rivalry turns out to be increasingly extremely, 

quality level of modern items has turned into the basic 

element of economy and innovation, which mirror the 

formative level and rate of national economy. To an 

assembling, endeavor, quality is the intense key weapon 

in the opposition for market and benefit, and it is 

likewise the key of big business survival and advantage. 
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As of late, the computer integrated manufacture system 

(CIMS) was created and actualized progressively by 

worldwide assembling, which depends on computers and 

joined with deliver and administration in association 

CIMS exceedingly incorporates data asset and best blend 

the market request estimate, items improvement and 

configuration, fabricating craftwork, items quality, 

execution gauge and even items Deals. As an imperative 

segment of CIMS, computer supported quality control 

(CAQC) system gets increasingly acknowledgment. 

Reference demonstrated that CAQC system can viably 

gather, store, investigation and assess data and 

information about quality that exist in the entire 

undertaking’s produce and administration, consolidate 

and control quality movement, productively use a wide 

range of assets, adequately administer, oversee and 

ensure items quality and work quality.  

METHODOLOGY 

1.1 Pc Incorporated Assembling Systems: 

Today in order to be competitive in market and to 

improve products and processes, manufacturing 

organizations need to utilize proper technologies. 

Technologies that integrate all functions are including 

marketing, product design, process plan, manufacturing, 

management, customers and suppliers. Manufacturing 

organization should be capable to produce competitive 

products in characterized as products with high levels of 

design, technologically complex and innovative 

products, reliable, affordable., and Newer, better 

products, products that solve a variety of society’s 

problems. The evolution of engineering design and 

manufacturing is based on man’s effort to change and 

improve himself, society and environment. Design, 

process planning and manufacturing are three related 

activities that date from the early days of human 

creation. If people require new goods owing to social 

conditions, they have to improve existing product, or 

even invent new products to suit their needs. When more 

than one person is involved integration, communication 

and cooperation become necessary. In traditional product 

development, design is not really separated from process 

planning and manufacturing phase. 

The computer assumes a critical part incorporating the 

accompanying utilitarian regions of a CIM framework: 

 Part and item outline: there are four stages that are 

essential partially and item outline they incorporate 

preparatory outline, refinement, investigation, and 

execution. 

 Apparatus and installation plan:  Tooling engineers 

utilizing computer- supported plan (computer aided 

design) devices to build up the frameworks or 

apparatuses that create the parts. 

 Prepare arranging: the Procedure organizer plans an 

arrangement that frameworks the courses, 

operations, machines, and apparatuses required. He 

or she additionally endeavors to limit cost, 

fabricating time, and machine sit without moving 

time while expanding profitability and quality. 

 Programming: Programming of numerically 

controlled machines and material taking care of 

frameworks. 

 Generation arranging: there are two ideas utilized 

here including materials necessity arranging (MRP) 

and machine stacking and booking 

 Machining: This is a piece of the genuine 

assembling process. Including turning, penetrating, 

and confront processing for metal evacuation 

operations. Get together. After they are fabricated, 

parts and subassemblies are assembled with 

different parts to make a completed item or 

subassembly. 

 Upkeep: Computers can screen, intercede, and even 

right machine breakdowns and additionally quality 

issues inside assembling. Quality control. This 

includes three stages including framework plan, 

parameter outline, and resistance outline. 

Assessment. This stage figures out whether there 

have been mistakes and quality issues amid the 

assembling of the item 

 Capacity and recovery: These assignments include 

crude materials, work- in- process stock, completed 

products, and hardware. 

This methodological approach is connected to all 

exercises from the outline of the item to client bolster in 

an incorporated way, utilizing different strategies, means 

and procedures with a specific end goal to accomplish 

generation change, cost diminishment, satisfaction of 

planned conveyance dates, quality change and aggregate 

adaptability in the assembling framework. CIM requires 

each one of those connected with an organization to 

include absolutely during the time spent item 

advancement and produce. In such an all-encompassing 

methodology, monetary, social and human perspectives 

have and indistinguishable significance from specialized 
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angles, CIM likewise incorporates the entire part of 

empowering advancements including all out quality 

administration, business handle reengineering, 

simultaneous designing, work process robotization,  

venture asset arranging and adaptable assembling. The 

challenge before the manufacturing engineers is 

illustrated in Fig. 1 

1.2 CIM Hardware and CIM software 

CIM Hardware contains the accompanying: 

 Computers, controllers, CAD/CAM frameworks, 

work stations/ terminals, information section 

terminals, scanner tag peruses, RFID labels, 

printers, plotters and other fringe gadgets, modems, 

links, connectors and so on., 

 Manufacturing hardware, for example, CNC 

machines or automated work focuses, mechanical 

work cells DNC/FMS frame works, work taking 

care of and apparatus taking care of gadgets, stock 

piling gadgets, sensors, shop floor information 

accumulation gadgets, review machines and so 

forth. 

 

 

Figure 1.2 working framework of Hardware and 

software of CIM 

CIM Programming involves PC projects to complete the 

accompanying capacities 

 Materials Handling 

 Device Drives 

 Process Planning 

 Manufacturing Facilities Planning 

 Work Flow Automation 

 Business preprocess Engineering 

 Network Management 

 Quality Management 

 Management Information System 

 Sales 

 Marketing 

 Finance Database Management Modeling and 

Design 

 Analysis 

 Simulation 

 Communications 

 Monitoring 

 Production Control 

 Manufacturing Area Control 

 Job Tracking 

 Inventory Control 

 Shop Floor Data Collection 

 Order Entry 
 

1.3  Evolution of computer Integrated 

manufacturing 

The primary real advancement in machine control is the 

Numerical Control (NC), Showed at MIT in 1952. Early 

Numerical Control Systems were all fundamentally 

hardwired frameworks, since these were worked with 

discrete frameworks or with later original coordinated 

chips. Early NC machines utilized paper tape as an info 

medium/.. Each NC machine was fitted with a tape 

peruse to peruse paper tape and exchange the program to 

the memory of the machine instrument obstruct by 

square. Centralized computer PCs was utilized to control 

a gathering of NC machines by mid 60’s. this course of 

action was then called direct Numerical Control (DNC) 

as the PC avoided the tape peruses to exchange the 

program information to the machine controller. By late 

60’s smaller than normal PCs were by and large 

ordinarily used to control NC machines. At this stage 

NC turned out to be genuinely delicate set up with the 

offices of mass program stockpiling, disconnected 

altering and programming rationale control and 

handling. This advancement is called computer 

Numerical Control (CNC). Since 70’s numerical 

controllers are being outlined around chip, bringing 

about minimized CNC frameworks. A further 

improvement to this innovation is the circulated 

numerical control (additionally called DNC) In which 

handling of NC program is completed in various PCs 

working at various progressive levels regularly from 

centralized computer have PCs to plant PCs to the 

machine controller. Today the CNC frameworks are 

worked around capable 32 bit and 64 bit  microchips. PC 
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based frameworks are additionally turning out to be 

progressively prevalent.  

PC Integrated Manufacturing (CIM) is viewed as a 

characteristic development of the innovation of 

CAD/CAM which without anyone else advanced by the 

mix of CAD and CAM.  Massachusetts Institute of 

Technology (MIT, USA) is credited with spearheading 

the advancement in both CAD and CAM. The need to 

meet the outline and assembling prerequisites of aviation 

businesses after the second world war required the 

improvement these advancements the assembling 

innovation accessible amid ate 40’s and mid 50’s 

couldn’t meet the outline and assembling challenges 

emerging out of the need to create advanced airplane and 

satellite dispatch vehicles. This incited the US Air force 

to approach MIT to create reasonable control 

frameworks, drives and programming procedures for 

machine instruments utilizing electronic control. 

Fabricating engineers additionally began utilizing PCs 

for such assignments like stock control, request 

determining, generation arranging and control and so 

forth. CNC innovation was adjusted in the advancement 

of co-ordinate measuring machine’s (CMMs) which 

robotized assessment. Robots were acquainted with 

mechanize a few assignments like machine stacking , 

materials taking care of , welding painting and gathering. 

Every one of these advancements prompted to the 

development of adaptable assembling cells and 

adaptable assembling frameworks in late 70’s. 

Development of Computer Aided Design (CAD), then 

given was to oblige the geometric demonstrating needs 

of vehicle and aeronautical enterprises. The 

improvements in PCs outline workstations, realistic 

cards show gadgets and realistic info and yield gadgets 

amid the most recent then years have been extraordinary. 

This combined with the advancement of working 

framework with realistic UIs and effective intuitive (easy 

to use) programming bundles for displaying, drafting, 

investigation and enhancement gives the vital 

instruments to robotize the plan procedure. Computer 

aided design in reality owes its improvement to the APT 

dialect extend at MIT in mid 50’s. A few clones of APT 

were acquainted in 80’s with consequently create NC 

codes from the geometric model of the part. Presently, 

one can display, draft, break down, recreate, adjust, 

streamline and make the NC code to produce a segment 

and reenact the machining operation sitting at a PC 

workstation. On the off chance that we audit the 

assembling situation amid 80’s we will find that the 

assembling is described by a couple of islands of 

mechanization. On account of outline, the assignment is 

all around computerized. On account of fabricate, CNC 

machines, DNC frameworks, FMC, FMS and so on give 

firmly controlled mechanization frameworks. Likewise 

PC control has been actualized in a few zones like 

assembling asset arranging, bookkeeping, deals, 

showcasing and buy. However the maximum capacity of 

computerization couldn’t be acquired unless every one 

of the sections of assembling are incorporated, allowing 

the exchange of information crosswise over different 

useful modules. This acknowledgement prompted to the 

ideas of PC incorporated assembling. In this way the 

usage of CIM required the advancement of entire part of 

PC advances identified with equipment and 

programming. 

1.4  Nature and role of the elements of CIM system 

 Nine noteworthy components of a CIM framework are 

in figure 3 they are, 

 Warehousing 

 Logistics and supply Chain Management 

 Finance 

 Marketing 

 Product Design 

 Planning 

 Purchase 

 Manufacturing Engineering 

 Factory Automation Hardware 

 Information management 

 

Figure 2 Elements of CIM system 
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1.4.1) Warehousing : 

Warehousing is the capacity including capacity and 

recovery of crude materials, parts, and completed 

merchandise and in addition shipment of things. In 

today’s  mind boggling outsourcing situation and the 

requirement for in the nick of time supply parts and 

subsystems, coordination’s and production network 

administration expect awesome significance. 

1.4.2) Product Design: 

The plan bureau of the organization builds up the 

underlying database for example, geometric displaying 

and PC helped plan while considering the item 

prerequisites and ideas produced by the inventiveness of 

the outline build. Setup administration is an imperative 

movemen tin many plans. Complex plans are typically 

done by a few groups working at the same time, found 

frequently in various parts of the world, the outline 

procedure is compelled by the costs that will be brought 

about in real generation and by the abilities of the 

accessible creation hardware and procedures. The plan 

procedure makes the database required to produce the 

part. 

1.4.3) Planning:  

The arranging office takes the database built up by the 

outline division and improves it with generation 

information and data to deliver an arrangement for the 

creation of the item. Arranging includes a few 

subsystems managing materials, office, prepare, devices, 

labor, limit, booking, outsourcing, gathering, 

examination, coordination’s and so on. In a CIM 

framework, this arranging procedure. Ought to be 

obliged by the creation costs and by the generation gear 

and process capacity, with a specific end goal to produce 

an improved arrangement. 

1.4.4) Purchase:  

The buy divisions is in charge of submitting the buy 

requests and development, guarantee quality in the 

generation procedure of the merchant, get the things, 

organize assessment and supply the things to the stores 

or mastermind convenient conveyance relying upon the 

creation plan for inevitable supply to produce and get 

together. 

1.4.5) Manufacturing Engineering:  

Manufacturing Engineering is the movement of doing 

the generation of the item, including further 

advancement of the database with execution information 

and data about the creation hardware and procedures. In 

CIM, action this ought to incorporate online element 

planning and control in light of the ongoing requires 

exercises like CNC programming, reenactment and PC 

supported booking of the creak execution of the gear and 

procedures to guarantee persistent creation movement. 

Regularly. The need to take care of fluctuation business 

sector demand requires the assembling framework 

adaptable and deft. 

1.4.6) Factory Automation Hardware: 

 Factory mechanization gear additionally advances the 

database with gear and process information, inhabitant 

either in the administrator or the hardware to do the 

creation procedure. In CIM framework this comprises of 

PC controlled process hardware, for example, CNC 

machine devices, adaptable assembling frameworks 

(FMS), Computer controlled robots, material taking care 

of frameworks, PC controlled gathering frameworks, 

adaptable mechanized investigation frameworks, cetera. 

1.4.7) Marketing: 

The requirement for an item is recognized by the 

showcasing division. The determinations of the item, the 

projection of assembling amounts and the system for 

advertising the item are additionally chosen by the 

promoting division. Showcasing additionally works out 

the assembling expenses to survey the monetary 

practicality of the item. 

1.4.8) Back: 

Finance manages the assets relating to cash Arranging of 

venture, working capital, and income control, 

acknowledgment of receipts, bookkeeping and 

assignment of assets are the real undertakings of the fund 

offices. 

2. Information management:  

Information management is may be one of the vital 

errands in CIM. This includes ace creation booking, 

database administration, and correspondence, fabricating 

frameworks reconciliation and administration data 

frameworks. 

Meaning of CIM: Joel Goldhar, Dean Illinois Institute of 

Technology gives CIM as a PC framework in which the 

peripherals are robots, Machine Instruments and other 

handling hardware. Dan Appleton, President, DACOM, 

Inc. characterizes CIM is an administration rationality, 
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not a turnkey item. Jack Conaway, CIM Marketing 

director, DEC, characterizes CIM is only an information 

administration and systems administration issue. 

The PC and robotized frameworks relationship of the 

general public of manufacturing Engineers 

(CASA/SEM) characterizes CIM is the joining of 

aggregate assembling endeavor by utilizing coordinated 

frameworks and information correspondence combined 

with new administrative methods of insight that enhance 

hierarchical and faculty effectiveness.  

CIM is perceived as Islands of Automation. They are 

1. CAD/CAM/CAE/GT 

2. Manufacturing Planning and Control. 

3. Factory Automation 

4. General Business Management 

 

Figure 3: Applied Model of assembling 

 

DESIGN 

The PC has had and keeps on dramatically affecting the 

advancement of generation robotization innovations. 

Almost all cutting edge generation frameworks are 

implemented today utilizing PC frameworks. The term 

PC coordinated assembling (CIM) has been instituted to 

signify the inescapable utilization of PCs to outline the 

items, arrange the creation, control the operations, and 

play out the different business related capacities required 

in and assembling firm. Computer aided design/CAM 

(PC helped outline and computer supported assembling) 

is another term that is utilized synonymously with CIM. 

Presently consider the destination amongst robotization 

and CIM. Mechanization is worried with the physical 

exercises in assembling. Mechanized generation 

frameworks are intended to fulfill the preparing. Get 

together, material taking care of, and examining 

exdercises with practically no human interest. By 

correlation, PC incorporated assembling is In the figure 

4 Model of assembling, appearing.  

a) The industrial facility as a handling pipeline where 

the physical assembling exercises are performed, 

and  

b) The data preparing exercises that bolster fabricating 

as a ring that encompasses the manufacturing plant 

concerned more with the data handling capacities 

that are required to bolster the generation 

operations. 

c) CIM includes the utilization of PC frameworks to 

play out the four sorts of data preparing capacities. 

Similarly as computerization manages the physical 

exercises, CIM manages robotizing the data 

handling exercises in assembling. 

It gives us a chance to endeavor to characterize the 

relationship amongst computerization and CIM by 

building up an applied model of assembling. In an 

assembling firm, the physical exercises identified with 

creation that happen in the industrial facility can be 

recognized from the information handling exercises, for 

example, item outline and generation arranging, that 

normally happen in an office situation, the physical 

exercises incorporate the majority to the assembling 

preparing, gathering, material dealing with, and 

assessments that are performed on the nudge cut. These 

operations come in direct contract with the item amid 

make. They touch the item. The relationship between the 

physical exercises and the data handling exercises in our 

model is portrayed in Figure 4 Crude materials stream in 

one end of the manufacturing plant and completed items 

stream out the flip side. The physical exercises 

(Preparing, taking care of, and so on. ) happen inside the 

production line. The data preparing capacities frame a 

ring that encompasses the manufacturing plant, giving 

the information and learning required to deliver the item 

effectively. These data preparing capacities incorporate. 

1. Certain business exercises (e.g., promoting and 

deals, arrange section, client charging, and so forth.) 

2. Item outline 

3. Producing arranging, and 

4. Fabricating control. 
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These four capacities shape a cycle of occasions that 

must go with the physical creation exercises however 

which don’t specifically touch the item. 

CONCLUSION 

 1. Among the few issues in CIM, the plan of CAMS 

utilizing Objective Functional Clustering Algorithms 

(OFCA) and Artificial Neural Network (ANN) and 

plan of CAPP utilizing a learning base have been 

done in this review. The writing overview has drawn 

out the degree for review the issue from various 

edges and for growing new calculations utilizing 

Artificial Intelligence strategies. Seeking after the 

Artificial Intelligence systems, two calculations, in 

particular OFCAs and SUCLA have been produced. 

Gathering proficiency, gathering adequacy and 

computational time are utilized to assess these 

calculations. AN Artificial Intelligence based process 

arranging utilizing strong demonstrating for the 

machining focus device holders has been created.  

2. In the most recent two decades robots have been 

discovering concentrated applications in plants to 

perform complex assignments, for example, 

pounding inclusion debarring affixing and other get 

together related undertakings in such errands it is 

basic that the controller takes after a preplanned way. 

The productivity of a control system depends on the 

correct estimation of the parameter varieties or 

blunders. The present research endeavors to 

investigate the control system of modern robot arm 

and to lessen the mistake that happens amid constant 

working of the robot by proposing another scientific 

device called single. Term Haar Wavelet 

Arrangement strategy Control system for test 

examination 
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